Incremental prognostic value of RNA ejection fraction measurements during pharmacologic stress testing: a comparison with clinical and perfusion variables.
This investigation examined the prognostic power of first-pass radionuclide angiocardiography (RNA) ejection fraction compared with clinical information and myocardial perfusion imaging in patients undergoing pharmacologic stress testing. The value of RNA and myocardial perfusion imaging in predicting death or nonfatal myocardial infarction (MI) is well established. However, limited information exists on the usefulness of combined myocardial perfusion imaging and RNA to predict prognosis, especially in patients undergoing pharmacologic stress testing. We identified 240 patients who underwent pharmacologic stress testing with myocardial perfusion imaging and combined RNA. The patients were followed for a mean of 1.4 y. Cox proportional hazards models were used to assess the value in predicting death and MI. Multivariable models were generated to assess the independent incremental predictive value of clinical and nuclear imaging variables. Kaplan-Meier survival and event-free survival estimates were examined in patients with low (< or = 45%) versus high (>45%) ejection fractions. Clinical information, myocardial perfusion imaging, and RNA ejection fraction were significant predictors of the death/MI composite outcome (chi(2) = 7.4, 14.0, and 21.8, respectively). The addition of myocardial perfusion imaging to the clinical information provided incremental prognostic information (chi(2) = 15.2). The addition of RNA ejection fraction provided further predictive information (chi(2) = 22.5). However, when RNA ejection fraction was first added to the clinical information, myocardial perfusion imaging had no incremental prognostic value. For hard cardiac events, RNA ejection fraction provides prognostic information besides that provided by clinical and myocardial perfusion imaging. In patients who cannot exercise and are undergoing noninvasive evaluation with pharmacologic stress testing and myocardial perfusion imaging, ejection fraction should be measured simultaneously for risk assessment optimization.